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Words: Kerri Richardson

Research shows that just 20 percent of 
people who make New Year resolutions 
achieve them. That is an 80 percent 
failure rate! I’d say it’s time for a new 
approach, wouldn’t you?

An often-overlooked step in 
improving your life is making the space 
for the positive changes to happen. 
Clearing out that which no longer serves 
you is a vital component in resolution 
success. Attempting to revamp your 
life without cleaning up the old first is a 
guaranteed way to find yourself in the 
same spot a year from now.

When you hear the word “clutter,” 
you likely think of messy desks and 
overcrowded closets. While these are 
common trouble areas, there’s more to it 
than that. I define clutter as anything that 
gets in the way of you living your best life 
is clutter. While that can be a jam-packed 
garage or a toy room obstacle course, it 
can also be toxic relationships, fear, and 
limiting beliefs.

As you consider your resolutions for 
the new year, give some thought to what 
the obstacles are that make achieving 
them challenging; the clutter on the 

surface and the clutter underneath. 
When addressed, this ups your 
chances of success exponentially. 
Any clutter that you struggle to let 
go of has a message for you. As you 
take steps to sort and clear, you’ll 
also peel back the layers to uncover 
the root cause that needs your 
attention.

Let’s look at a few of the most 
common New Year resolutions and 
the corresponding physical and 
emotional clutter that gets in the 
way of you achieving them.

HOW TO MAKE 
NEW YEAR NEW YOU

THE BEST YEAR YET 
BY THROWING OUT EMOTIONAL AND 

PHYSICAL CLUTTER

yogamagazine.comFEATURE
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RESOLUTION 
TO IMPROVE 

YOUR FINANCIAL 
HEALTH

If one of the goals you struggle with is 
to decrease debt and spending while 
increasing your income, look to your 
paperwork clutter. As one of the most 
common forms of clutter, paperwork 
takes over your desk, dining room 
table, counters, and shelves, and piles 
up so quickly it can feel like it’s always 
two (or ten!) steps ahead of you. 
For being a pile of thin sheets, you 
wouldn’t think it could be so powerful, 
but it is.

Because the papers in the piles 
are often bills, credit card statements, 
insurance policies, to-do lists, legal 
documents, tax returns, and forms 
to be signed, they represent some 
pretty grown-up stuff. When left 
disorganized, these stacks can suffocate 
your financial health, reinforce 
negative money beliefs, chip away at 
your confidence, and stop you from 
playing bigger in the world.

In dealing with this category of 
clutter, you can learn about your 
money mindset, fear of success, 
relationship blocks, and disbelief 
that you have what it takes. As such, 
dealing with them can be intimidating. 
That intimidation can trigger fear and 
cause you to regress to your younger 
self.

When this little one is running the 
show, it’s difficult to tackle such heavy 
clutter. When it piles up and gets away 
from you, it can make you feel small, 
incapable, and less than. This isn’t 
the way you want to be around your 
finances and personal and professional 
success. You want to feel capable and 
empowered.

While you might think you’re 
neglecting paperwork clutter because 
you’re lazy, disorganized, or incapable 
of handling it, I can guarantee there’s 
more to it.

So how do you figure out what’s 
going on in your piles? You dig in. You 
want to stir the pot to wake up the 
energy and invite it to share what it’s 
been trying to tell you.

An easy way to begin is by simply 
sorting some or all of your paperwork 
into two piles: Keep and Recycle/
Shred. Any time you’re distracted by 
reading one of the papers or trying to 
figure out if you still need it, stop and 
put it in the Keep pile. This is a quick 
sort. You needn’t worry about what 
you’ll do with the Keep papers.
 Once that is done, get rid of 
your Recycle/Shred pile straight away. 
Then, sort your Keep pile into the 
following three categories:

• File: This is exactly what you’re 
thinking. Anything you know for 
certain that you need to keep goes 
into this pile. These are items you’ll 
file for record-keeping purposes. 
Nothing that requires action on 
your part gets filed. Only those 
papers whose loop is completely 
closed go in this pile.

• Follow up: With these papers, the 
ball is in your court. Their progress 
is dependent on your next move. 
This might be a phone call you 
need to make, a document you 
need to sign, or a photo you want 
to frame.

• Figure out: This stack includes 
anything you don’t have any idea 
what to do with. You don’t know if 
it’s worth filing or following up on. 
You don’t even know what the next 
step is! It’s okay. Add it to the pile.

This act alone will not only create 
space in your life for abundance, but 
it will also help you tap into any fears 
or limiting beliefs that are rumbling 
under the surface. 

Listen for limiting beliefs such as:

“I’m not good with numbers.”
“I can’t afford to do work that I love.”
“Money is always a struggle for me.”
“Life is easy for everyone else but me.”

Grab your journal or a notebook and 
jot them down. This is the deeper 
clutter you’ll want to work on at 
another time to help prevent future 
piles of paperwork from tripping  
you up.
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RESOLUTION 
LOSE WEIGHT

I bet you never thought about weight 
as clutter, but that’s just what it is. 
Those extra pounds you’re carrying 
around are more than just a nuisance. 
They’re a messenger asking you to look 
deeper into why you have a hard time 
letting them go.

The formula for weight loss is 
simple: eat healthier foods and move 
your body more. However, if that is all 
there was to it, no one would struggle 
with their weight. Clearly, there’s 
more going on. Sure, you can 
clear out your pantry of sugary 
snacks and that in and of itself 
is some great decluttering. But 
if you neglect the emotional 
clutter – the reasons for your 
unhealthy choices – this 
is a resolution that will 
be on your list year 
after year.

The core clutter associated with 
weight is primarily emotional and 
shows up in your limiting beliefs. 
Maybe you feel it’s unsafe to be thin. 
Perhaps you hang onto the weight out 
of protection – protection from others’ 
energy, from painful relationships, 
from a nasty inner critic, and more. 
You may use food to numb out difficult 
emotions or challenging situation. This 
is the real clutter your soul is asking 
you to address.

Blocking beliefs that extra weight can 
validate are:
“I’ll never be good enough.”

“It hurts too much to feel.”
“I’m too sensitive.”
“The world is not a safe place.”

Whether with a therapist, coach, 
or books and courses, working 
on this soul clutter will move 

you toward self-love 
and self-acceptance: 
the foundations of 

successful weight loss.
From Clutter to Clarity by Kerri 

Richardson, Hay House Publishers, 
£12.99

yogamagazine.comFEATURE
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Kerri Richardson is a lifestyle designer, trained coach, 
and the bestselling author of What Your Clutter Is 

Trying to Tell You: Uncover the Message in the Mess 
and Reclaim Your Life and her new book From Clutter 

to Clarity: Clean Up Your Mindset to Clear Out Your 
Clutter. Over more than 15 years, she has worked with 
thousands of trailblazers helping them make space for 

and achieve their big dreams. You can find her online at 
KerriRichardson.com.

RESOLUTION 
REDUCE STRESS

Life is stressful. There’s no denying 
that. Just look back at 2020! So how 
do you keep yourself calm when 
everything around you is upended? By 
managing your mind.

A quick way to reduce mental 
clutter is to do a “brain dump.” Take 
out a piece of paper and a pen (I find 
old school works best) and write down 
anything that is on your mind. And 
I mean anything. The goal here is to 
clear your mind, not make a new  
to-do list

Here are some things that made it 
to the page during my recent mind 
dump:
I have to email that client.
This desk is a mess. I’m so sick of 
clearing it off.
My leg is itchy.
How can I go paperless?
Have the cats eaten lunch?

See what I mean? Anything and 
everything. It needn’t be organized or 
categorized. Heck, it doesn’t even have 
to be legible!

Our brain is a brilliant computer, 
yet we often use it as a container. From 
to-do lists to past disagreements to 
the latest “breaking news” story, we 
hold a lot in our heads. Like any other 
computer, if you load the hard drive 
down with a lot of files, the processing 
speed is going to drag. Mental clutter 
makes it incredibly difficult to tap into 

your creativity, resourcefulness, and 
decision-making abilities.

No significant stress reducing 
can happen when you have too 
much running around in your head. 
You’ll struggle to make decisions, be 
resourceful, or access creativity—all 
things you need to level up your life. 
Doing a regular mind dump is an 
incredibly effective way to clear the 
mental space so you can have your best 
thinking at the ready.

Watch for these limiting beliefs that a 
worrying mind can validate:
“I’m always waiting for the other shoe 
to drop.”
“I can’t let my guard down.”
“It’s better to hope for the best, but plan 
for the worst.”

While planning to incorporate regular 
meditation into your life is a great 
way to reduce stress, perhaps starting 
with regular mind dumps feels more 
attainable. Whatever the case may be 
for you, be gentle with yourself as you 
find your way. You and your resistance 
can be an unstoppable, powerful team 
when you learn to work together.

As you think about the year 
ahead, remember this: A high-quality 
life has more to do with what you 
remove from it than what you add to 
it. Identify the clutter that is blocking 
the trail you want to blaze and work 
on clearing it, little by little. You’ll be 
surprised at how much easier your 
resolution goals can become when you 
make space to allow success in.


